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The primary objective of the committee is to interact with the students regarding 

various social values in addition to curriculum.  On this context our BEMS 

department has tried to organize various lecture series, workshop as per the 

guidelines provided by Department of Bahishal Shikshan Mandal, Savitribai Phule 

Pune University, Pune. We have invited eminent speakers and organized different 

programmes for our students from different streams: 

This year we have arranged the programmes by focusing on the theme ‘Life 

Skills’. The aim of the series is to introduce various ‘Life Skills’ to the students. In 

addition to academics, it is always important to open various areas in front of the 

students to boost their overall personality.  

Dr. Babasaheb Jaykar Vyakhyan Mala           Venue :B5  Classroom 

Date Topic Speaker Name 

16/09/19 Aarogya Sharirache ani Manache Dr.Varsha Todmal 

17/09/19 Vyakhyanatun Vyasanmukti Shri.Zumbarrao Kharade 

18/09/19 Tention Khallas Smt. Chaitali Bhandari 

YashwantRao Chavan Vyakhyan mala     Venue :G2  Classroom 

19/09/19 Charpat Manjiri Smt.Manjiri Dhamankar 

20/09/19 Sutrasanchalan kase karave Shri Surendra 

Majgaonkar 

21/09/19 Business Ethics Shri Nagesh Chavan 

Need Based Programme                   Venue: B5 Classroom 

 

29/02/2020 

 

One Day workshop on 

“Entrepreneurship” 

1.Mr.Dhammapal 

Waghmare 

2.Mr.Vishal Amlapurkar 

3.Mr.Farhan Shaikh 

4.Mr.Ajay Kashid 

 

1. Name of the event organized: Dr. Babasaheb Jaykar Vyakhyanmala 

Date: 16th 17th and 18th Sept 2019 (Three Days) 



No. of students participated/Benefited: 100 students of F.Y.B.Com  A and B on 

16th, 17th ,18th Sept .19 

Brief Report about the Event:  

1. 16th  September 2019: On the opening day of this series Dr. Varsh Todmal, 

well known Motivational Speaker, has delivered lecture on “Aarogya 

sharirache ani manache”.  Mam has given various examples in day to day 

life to explain the importance of  healthy life style and meditation .speaker 

shared his experiences and motivated our students. 

 

2. 17th September2019: on second day of series Mr.Zumbarrao Kharade has 

delivered lecture on the topic “Vyakhyanatun Vyasanmukti”. He has 

explained students the side effect of addiction through various real life 

examples. Sir has told various real life stories affected by alcohol, tobacco 

etc. addiction. Also he has suggested different prevention methods to avoid 

addiction. The topic has been opened for the discussion.  

 

3. 18th September 2019: Mrs. Chaitali Bhandari, a well known comedy and 

puppet show organizer has shared all his real life experiences and important 

of happiness in life. She has taken one game show “Tension Khallas Game 

Show ” for our college students . This game show was enjoyed by our 

students and got relief from their daily routine tensions. 

 

2. Name of the event organized: YashwantRao Chavan Vyakhyanmala 

    Date: 19th,20th and 21th Sept 2019 (Three Days) 

No. of students participated/Benefited: 100 students of F.Y.B.B.A(Computer 

Application)       A and B on 19th,20th and 21th Sept 2019 

          Brief Report about the Event:  

1. 19th  September 2019: On the opening day of this series Mrs.Manjiri 

Dhamankar, well known Motivational speaker, Professional anchor  , has 

delivered lecture on “Charpat Manjiri”.  Mam has given various 

examples in day to day life to explain the importance of happiness in our 

life .speaker shared her experiences and motivated our students through 



various stories, mimicry and jokes. Mam  has told various motivational 

stories to students .Also she has given various guidelines to students for 

their behavior with parents 

 

2. 20th September2019: on second day of series Mr.Surendra Majgaonkar 

has delivered lecture on the topic “Sutrasanchalan,Nivedan and Stage 

daring”. Sir has explained students how we can improve our stage daring 

.He has given various tips for anchoring .also he has explained what 

mistakes generally people do at the time of anchoring on stage through ek 

patri prayog and mimicry .Students enjoyed his session and learn various 

lessions from sir about anchoring and stage daring .Sir has students to 

come on stage and performed something to improve stage daring.  

 

3. 21th September 2019: Mr.Nagesh Chavan , a well known speaker has 

delivered lecture on “Ethics in Bussiness” He has explained how ethics 

are important in any business .He has explained types of ethics , nature of 

ethics through various video clips and ppts.He has shared all his real life 

experiences and important of ethics in life  .  

 

Name of the event organized: One Day Workshop  on “Entrepreneurship” 

In the academic year 2019-2020, our Department has organized one day 

workshop on    “Entrepreneurship”. Under the guidelines of Board of Extra Mural 

Studies, SPPU, this year the topic has been selected for the workshop. For the 

workshop, 4 eminent speakers has been invited for different sessions. The brief of 

the sessions is as follows: 

After inaugural function, Mr.Dhammapal Waghmare, a renowned Business 

man delivered a Keynote speech on ‘Building entrepreneur mind set’. The speaker 

touched to every possible area related to the subject with the help of Videos and 

ppts. Sir has explained  

In second session, Mr.Vishal Amlapurkar, Director of Mega mind Solutions 

Pvt. Ltd ,spoke on “Being a job provider :an entrepreneur role”. Mr. Vishal has 

discussed How to face interviews ,prepare resume ,various examples of our day to 



day life related to Building Projects with the students. Both sessions were very 

interactive. 

In third session, Mr.Faran Shaikh  enlightened the students on the topic 

‘Digital Marketing’. Sir has explained importance of digital marketing and 

opportunities for business .  A great discussion with students has been done in the 

session.  

 

In the last session, Mr.Ajay Kashid Founder of Oxygen Exotic Nursary, 

Explained Innovative Ideas for new starts up and spoke on “Starts up: need of 

Economy” The speaker presented how one can starts new business, how to face 

problems encountered and How to thing positive at the time of failures  in detail 

and summarized the session with own opinion on this topic. 
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 To compare how different learning methods behave on our 

dataset, we chose two classification algorithms: C4.5 algorithm for learning decision trees and Bayesian 

networks. For the regression method we applied a standard linear regression. We used implementation 

of these algorithms available on WEKA 



toolkit
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